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. To encourage students to look beyond their textual knowledge and establish a relationship between
rheory and applicaliol o'lhe learnr concepts.

. To enhance their cognitive skills and team spirit.

. To enable them to research about the latest developments.
To keep them updated of the prevalling burning issues.

DESCRIPTION:

"E[ucation k not onfy ka.rning of the facts, 6ut training of the mintr "

-A[bert Einstein

Human curiosity is perhaps the best secret weapon of all in the struggle to unravel the workings of the

naiural world. In order to settle the curiosity of the stLrdents and expose them to new facets of the general

awareness, a quiz was organized for the students of Class VII, conducted by lvls. Rucchee. There were flve

teams with two participants from every section in each. The grilling quiz of five rounds tested the scientific

temper of the participants. Rules and regulations of the quiz were explained at the beginning of each

round. The awareness and IQ of the students weTe assessed by questioning them regarding their

-,lrroundings and country. The participants had to go through mazes of intu ted and mind blogg ng rounds

' lsisting of questions related to current affairs, science, sports, heritage sites and many more, The quiz

;abled the participants to lhink criticaly, research and apply what they have learnt so far' All lhe rounds

were keenly contested by the students with great enthusiasm and zeal. The students dispayed ecstatic

spirit and enjoyed the quiz to the fullest. It was very informative and knowledge enriching conrpetition for

the participants along with the audience. The fervent participants from each section gave a tough battle to

each other. Class VII-E was declared as the winning team beating the next best team by a margin of 15

points. On the basis of their performances students were appreciated. The activity was very well

organized. The participation level of students was quite overwhelming. Students weTe veTy enthusiastic
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Sahanl\f Ms. Archana Shori

durlng the session. The day was full of exhilaration 
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